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Hello Gemuce. First of all I wanted to ask you what attracted you about the idea of making a 

project around the world wide Credit Crunch? 

 [09:40:09] Gemuce: Hello Claudia, The idea about credit crunch started in a simple chat 

with a friend of mine about money. How money has started? This discussion was very 

interesting and I decided to make an art work around this issue. 

[09:41:43] Claudia Zeiske: You have worked around the notion of money before. You made 

before you came to Huntly already a large sculpture of a big man who was covered in coins. 

Tell us a bit about him.  

[09:49:37] Gemuce: The sculpture covered in coins was a coincidence, the same period that 

I had a talk with my friend about money I saw a picture of a fat man crossing a road and 

towards him came a big truck; so the picture was taken in some way like a confrontation 

between the truck and the men. Like who passes first? Thats why I called the piece "priority 

of passage. So covering the man with coins took me to talk about the power of money. 

[09:55:53] Claudia Zeiske: Have you made other work that deals with the issue of the power 

of money? 

 [10:00:34] Gemuce: The man covered in coins was probably the first, but I decided to 

propose Deveron Arts the same issue for my residence, that is way I did Money Crunch at 

deveron arts, which is the second art work with the issue of money. 

[10:04:49] Claudia Zeiske: Do you find there are differences in relationship of people with 

money here and in Africa?  

 [10:14:28] Gemuce: Yes, After my experience at Deveron Arts, I realised that people in 

Europe relate to money very mathematical but in Africa I think we relate to money very 

conceptual. I mean In Africa the things have the real value, representing necessity, 

opportunity or knowlegment of the values of things; its still like barter in Africa. 

[10:18:21] Claudia Zeiske: You came to Huntly in the autumn, a time where people prepare 

for Christmas. A time where people think about giving but also a lot about money. You 

dressed up as a Santa from Africa and asked people about their perceptions of money. 

Would you have done such a project in Maputo? 

 [10:24:12] Gemuce: No. But I did other similar but more simple performances. Deveron Arts 

has created for this work an ideal platform to make it happen. 

 [10:31:32] Claudia Zeiske: Your work investigates money and exchange of value in a wider 

sense. How did you get the idea of the Calabashes? 

 [10:40:14] Gemuce: Well, The idea of calabashes I got when in the conversation with you 

on the first day when you asked me what Africans have a lot that is rare in Europe. I quick 

ironical answered was: Calabashes. But as time passed the image of calabashes stayed in 



my mind as something that could be precious in Europe, so calabashes have played an 

important role in the project.   

[10:43:14] Claudia Zeiske: The calabashes have a double function in that they are a symbol 

of something abundant, useful but not of much monetary worth in Africa, while for us we see 

it as something exotic and also turned useful as a piggy bank. 

[10:44:29] Claudia Zeiske: The German philosopher and sociologist Georg Simmel saw 

money as a part of society as an explanation to understand life.  He thought people created 

value by producing things, then separating themselves from those objects and then again 

trying to distance themselves from this. Things that are too close were not considered 

valuable and things that are too far for people to get are also not considered valuable.  

[10:53:10] Gemuce: Yes, I can agree with him, because I think money has became out of 

control of man. This is the question that I find very interesting. We can not think to live today 

without money. I will participate in an exhibition here in which I will show the man in coins at 

the central market. The title of exhibition will be "market of priorities" I will probably perform 

there questioning people about their priorities 

 [10:56:26] Gemuce: And how money is important and will play in its priority issues. 

[10:58:46] Claudia Zeiske: Interestingly, a lot of money nowadays is not real money, it is 

credit from the banks, money that we never see in coins or notes. Money that we can spend 

without having earned it, and that is what led to the crisis too, both on a global as well on a 

personal level. With the debt of many African countries how does this relate to the individual 

African citizen? 

[11:05:59] Gemuce: Well I have no deep knowlege about credit systems in Africa. But I think 

the system in Africa is not that virtual for individual citizens. If you don’t have money in the 

bank it is not possible to get anything from there, unless you request the use of credit card 

instead of debit card. Seems to me that Mozambicans are aware of the use of the credit 

card. 

[11:09:11] Claudia Zeiske: So, that means, while the credit crisis in Africa has been there 

since the 60ies, the current Credit Crunch almost bypassed the people in those countries. 

What would happen if there were no more calabashes? 

 [11:18:46] Gemuce: Calabashes are a symbolism of tradition; I find your question a 

provocation. In Africa there are no more calabashes as a value. That is why the big question 

for us is how to take part into contemporary debate with our exoticisms!  

 [11:24:28] Claudia Zeiske: That is interesting, do you think that exoticism can ad value? 

 [11:30:05] Gemuce: Yes I think so. We always like what is different, I saw how people loved 

the calabashes and how they expected to see what goes in my mind!!! : 

 [11:32:56] Claudia Zeiske: Your project was around Christmas, where people think about 

giving and about being good and with their families, etc. In how far was being dressed up as 

a Santa from Africa important for this? 



 [11:40:41] Gemuce: Yes, I was sure about the role of exhotism, of symbols of the money 

crisis, etc. These concepts were consciously manipulated to play the role in money crunch. 

[11:43:00] Claudia Zeiske: Can this be reversed? I am thinking of your underpants cars 

Where you use symbols of western designer products intertwined with macho codes of male 

underpants and racing cars. 

[11:52:45] Gemuce: Yes. In general I am interested in issues of prejudice. During my 

performances in Huntly people were ready to give me money as an African. They never 

thought that an African can help Europe. So my work of underpants and racing cars is 

questioning how a human relationship system is based on prejudices; without prejudices we 

can not act...  

[11:55:44] Claudia Zeiske: That is interesting, and this is also where the notion of exoticism 

comes in. 

[11:56:41] Gemuce: Yes. we are all in racing around prejudicies. 

[11:59:00] Gemuce: Today’s objects designed in industrial systems have not the same value 

as the ones manufactured. 

[12:02:13] Gemuce: But in the 60ies and 70ies the products produced in industry became 

important. 

[12:04:24] Gemuce: isn´t this a vicious system of prejudices?  

 [12:10:01] Claudia Zeiske: Sure: and this is also why in Calabash Bank all this giving and 

taking and money and exoticism and Christmas and Africa came so well together.  

 [12:15:01] Gemuce: Absolutely. I am very happy with the Calabash bank project because I 

have gathered all these concepts and allowed me to learn and share some opinions on 

these issues. My thanks to you and all at Deveron Arts for the opportunity!  

[12:10:02] Claudia Zeiske: I thank you for your time Gemuce. 

 


